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Flying drones have become common objects in our daily lives, serving a multitude of purposes. Many of these purposes
involve outdoor scenarios where the user combines drone control with another activity. Traditional interaction methods
rely on physical or virtual joysticks that occupy both hands, thus restricting drone usability. In this paper, we investigate
one-handed human-to-drone-interaction by leveraging three modalities: force, touch, and IMU. After prototyping three
different combinations of these modalities on a smartphone, we evaluate them against the current commercial standard
through two user experiments. These experiments help us to find the combination of modalities that strikes a compromise
between user performance, perceived task load, wrist rotation, and interaction area size. Accordingly, we select a method that
achieves faster task completion times than the two-handed commercial baseline by 16.54% with the merits of subtle user
behaviours inside a small-size ring-form device and implements this method within the ring-form device. The last experiment
involving 12 participants shows that thanks to its small size and weight, the ring device displays better performance than
the same method implemented on a mobile phone. Furthermore, users unanimously found the device useful for controlling
a drone in mobile scenarios (AVG = 3.92/5), easy to use (AVG = 3.58/5) and easy to learn (AVG = 3.58/5). Our findings give
significant design clues in search of subtle and effective interaction through finger augmentation devices with drone control.
The users with our prototypical system and a multi-modal on-finger device can control a drone with subtle wrist rotation
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(pitch gestures: 43.24° amplitude and roll gestures: 46.35° amplitude) and unnoticeable thumb presses within a miniature-sized
area of (1.08 * 0.61 cm2).
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puts; • Thumb-to-finger Interaction;
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1 INTRODUCTION
Flying drones are currently proliferating in the commercial market. Drones have diverse purposes, including
art display, drone racing, goods delivery, building surveying, wildfire detection, and agriculture. Fine-grained
position control is important for the majority of Human-Drone Interaction or other devices for human-centered
computing. The drone’s position can be adjusted through four approaches: direct position control, absolute
position control, relative position control, and task-oriented control [26]. Most consumer-market drones rely on
direct position control. The user manipulates the position of the drone through an interface such as a tangible
joystick controller. However, tangible joystick controllers are bulky and occupy both of the user’s hands. In other
words, users cannot hold other things or handle other tasks simultaneously. To address this issue, the research
community has studied alternative interaction approaches relying on new modalities and controller form factors.
A recent survey on human-drone interaction [58] reveals multiple alternative interaction modalities, among
which are natural user interfaces such as voice commands [48], body gestures [13], and gestures within a finger
space [22]. Although natural interfaces are intuitive [22], they tend to result in higher dwell times than tangible
interfaces [50]. Also, natural user interfaces often require users to hold static gestures and thus deteriorate the
user mobility. One promising solution lies in designing small-sized tangible interfaces within the finger space [70].
Indeed, such interfaces conserve the strengths of natural gestures while enhancing the responsiveness of drone
controls inherited from tangible interfaces.

In this paper, we consider the premises of small-size tangible interfaces and investigate the design space for the
direct position control of a flying drone with on-finger devices. A key design challenge lies in the fact that flying
drones move with six-degrees of freedom (6DOF): longitudinal (forward and backward), vertical (upward and
downward), lateral (right and left) directions, and rotational (right and left) movements. Two-handed tangible
joysticks can easily map the 8 directional and rotational movements above. In contrast, on-finger devices offer
limited space to accommodate such rich input options with thumb-sized buttons. To achieve this goal, we consider
three modalities: touch, force, and inertial measurement unit (IMU). We design four candidate interaction models,
and evaluate them in terms of user performance, perceived task load, and the size of the interaction areas through
both unit testing and complex tasks. We evaluate our solutions on a smartphone with two separate experiments
involving a total of 32 participants. In the first experiment, the 12 participants with the selected method achieve a
significantly faster (16.54%) task completion time than with the two-handed approaches. In the second experiment
with 20 participants, the selected method successfully reduces the size of the interaction area by 62.7% (1.08 * 0.61
cm2), compared to the two-handed approaches. We then select the best candidate solution to design an on-finger
hardware interface for thumb-to-index finger interaction. This interface consists of a single thumb-sized button
associated with an IMU to address the 6 degrees of freedom for drone control. This paper specifically focuses
on thumb-to-index finger interactions on a miniature-size device that enables the users to control the drone
with enhanced mobility. Unlike the sizable amount of on-finger devices in the literature, this study focuses on
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Fig. 1. An overview of the prototypical on-finger interface with a flying drone: (a) user posture with the proposed thumb-to-
index finger interface; (b) a hovering drone and (c) a close-up shot of the hardware interface; (d) a left-rotating drone driven
by (e) a subtle roll gesture supported by the proposed force-assisted (green arrow) and IMU-induced (red arrow) interaction
method that governs the magnitude (green arrow, upper) and direction (red arrow, upper) of drone movements, respectively.

on-finger devices for human-drone interaction for the first time, leveraging the strengths of both natural user
interaction and tangible interfaces.
Figure 1 gives an overview of our prototype system for the direct position control of a flying drone. The

hardware interface consists of a capacitive plate with force-sensitive and touch-sensitive capabilities. The user
can perform off-hand and thumb-to-index finger interactions with subtle and unnoticeable finger movements.
The novelty of this on-finger device resides in the usage of force-assisted interaction, combined with subtle wrist
and thumb movements. The on-finger device is designed specifically for human-to-drone-interaction, where
one-thumb interaction on the finger space enables the user to reserve at least one free hand for holding objects
(e.g. documents and working tools) in an outdoor scenario.

Our contribution is threefold.

• We explore and design a trimodal input method leveraging force-assisted, touch-enabled, and IMU-induced
interactions on a finger-mounted interface for drone position control.

• According to the design clues collected in two user evaluations, we implement the selected method on a
ring-shaped prototype system for hands-off and single-handed interaction in outdoor and mobile scenarios.

• In the final experiment, users achieve 27.99% faster performance with the lightweight prototype than with
the smartphone implementation, with gentle wrist rotation for pitch gestures: (43.24° amplitude) and roll
gestures: (46.35° amplitude).

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give a detailed review of the most relevant works
on drone control, thumb interaction, interactions with miniature devices, as well as force-assisted interactions. In
Section 3, we design and evaluate four candidate interaction models before system and hardware implementations.
On the basis of the first (Section 4) and second evaluations (Section 5), we build a ring-shaped hardware prototype
system in Section 6. Finally, we evaluate the system and hardware performance and discuss our findings and the
design implication of this study.



2 RELATED WORK
In this section, we first discuss the existing works for controlling flying drones. We then focus on the latest works
on one-thumb, one-handed and force-assisted interactions.

2.1 Drone Control
One of the most significant focus areas for human-drone interaction [74] is the use of alternative modalities for
the flying drone control, for instance, hand movements [23, 29, 46, 63], body movements [40, 42, 60, 68], gaze [31],
mind [45, 62], voice command [48], tangible interface [5, 18, 44, 67], and haptic feedback [2, 3].

Morishita et al. [60] collect postural data from a gyroscope and an accelerometer attached to the user’s shoulder.
The drone will move in the direction of the body’s lean angle. Similarly, Flight Chair [40] consists of a gyroscope
attached to a chair. The gyroscope detects the user’s body angles while sitting on a chair to control the drone.
Apart from sedentary postures like standing and sitting, Aeroquake [42] captures the dancer’s body gestures such
as Quaking (foot) and Waving (hand) to control a swarm of drones. Seuter et al. [68] bring control gestures in
outdoor running scenarios. Considering hand movement is a natural user interface, sensing arm movements vary
from pointing gestures [29], single arm movements [23] to two-handed gestures [63]. The sensors are commonly
attached to wearables such as gloves [67].

Prolonged actions of body gestures can lead to fatigue and Gorilla arm [52]. More subtle interactions, such as
gaze-driven and electrophysiological interfaces, pose limitations on accuracy as well as increased physical and
mental demands. Voice command has drawbacks such as a diminished sense of agency [54] and limited usability
in shared environments [34]. Tangible interfaces enable subtle interaction with none of the aforementioned
issues. Many tangible interfaces combine with a gyroscope and an accelerometer to fly a drone in a 3D space.
In DroneCTRL [44], a laser pointer embedded on a pen-like controller allows non-expert users to improve
drone navigation by enabling pointing gestures. By leveraging the touchscreen interfaces and gyroscopes on
smartphones [18], the user can direct the drone to take pictures. In CAGE [5], the pen-like controller is equipped
with a four stepper motor to give user feedback when the drone is near hazardous objects. However, none of the
tangible devices above explores the use of force as a modality to control drones.
Table 1 summarizes the most recent works for human-drone interaction, in which the existing works only

employ some modalities for their study objectives but not considered the effects of modalities on the ring-sized
interfaces for drone controls. Among these works, the research community paid attention to factors such as drone’s
movements [11, 15, 57], appearance [79], comfortable distance [4], content projections [14, 21], videography [19],
and employing flying drones as companion devices[41] (e.g. pets [43]), in addition to other issues, such as
privacy [81], human responses in social environments [8] and drone identification [66]. The formative studies and
user surveys for eliciting natural user gestures covers multiple modalities for human-drone interaction, including
voice commands and hand gestures in both the American [13] and Chinese [24] populations, as well as direct
touches on the propeller guards of the drones [4]. Our paper is the first to consider the impact of force-based
interaction in controlling the dynamics of a drone system with six-degree of freedom (6DOF) in the longitudinal
(forward and backward), vertical (upward and downward), lateral (right and left), as well as rotational (right and
left) directions. On the other hand, the existing commercial standards for two-handed (e.g. DJI) and one-handed
(e.g. FT Aviator) drone control occupy the whole hand(s) of the user and are thus of limited interest in multi-
tasking scenarios in outdoor. One recent example is the massive use of drones in China during the coronavirus
crisis1, which shows drone operations required two people at work, one controlling the navigation while the
other performs other operations2. The relevant works on two-handed controllers investigate the difficulties
of applying a flying drone as the pointing device in a physical environment [80] and the manipulation on the

1https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-02-04/drones-take-to-china-s-skies-to-fight-coronavirus-outbreak
2https://youtu.be/SdZ53QFTqmo



Table 1. A summary of the most recent works of human-drone interaction, showing the study objectives and interaction
devices / modality.

Ref. Study Objectives Interaction Devices / Modal-
ity

[43] Investigate the questions of what characteristics drones as artificial companions
should have?

Nil, survey

[41] Employ a drone as a companion device for a pedestrian for the user safety, emotional
responsiveness and warmth.

Bluetooth on Smartwatches

[79] Study how the appearance and form factors of the drones impact the user perception. Nil, Formative Study of 63
drones

[15] Personalise the drone flying path and altitude depending on the user’s personality
traits and emotional attributes, with the ultimately goal of emulating drones as
pets.

Formative Study, Pre-flight
Encoding and Question-
naire

[57] Propose an acoustic-based tracking system that enables a drone to follow a user
and perform automatic video taping.

Audio (Mic)

[81] Study how the drone users and bystanders perceive privacy concerns and eight
privacy protection mechanisms.

Nil, two-round surveys

[24] Investigate how the cultural differences affect user-defined interactions, using
multi-modal inputs such as voice commands and hand gestures, through a Wizard
of Oz study.

Audio and camera (indica-
tive)

[13] Elicit user hand gestures for interacting with a drone, through aWizard of Oz study. camera (indicative)
[4] Study the feasibility and user perceptions for the potential use of propeller guards

on a drone as a novel touch interfaces.
Gesture, Audio, Direct
Touch on the propeller
guards

[73] Design a third-person piloting interfaces in which a small-size toy drone as a
tangible yet manipulatable interfaces is attached to a two-handed tangible controller,
in order to facilitate the flight of another large and professional drone and enhance
the user’s spatial comprehension.

A Two-handed tangible con-
trollers for directional con-
trols, plus a toy drone for
spatial relationship

[80] Employ a drone as a pointing device in the 3D space for the Fitts’ Law studying the
effect of target distance and target width to the movement time and error rate of
the drone pointing action.

A Two-handed tangible con-
troller

[66] Propose a robust physical drone identification system through motion matching
and actuation feedback.

Nil, Drone-to-drone interac-
tion using ID systems

tangible interfaces of a toy drone for better spatial awareness [73]. Alternative controllers designated for Virtual
Reality enables users to script the drone routine before the flights [32]. In contrast, our proposed work aims
to construct a miniature interface driven by one-handed and subtle interaction, by investigating the following
modalities: IMU-driven, force-assisted and touch-based interfaces. The ring-form interface allows users to quickly
switch to physical tasks requiring two hands.

2.2 Thumb Interactions with Mobile Computers
Among the research works on thumb interaction in the domain of mobile Human-Computer Interaction, the thumb
gestures and thumb reaches on smartphones have been widely studied [53]. In FatThumb [10], a touchscreen
device detects the thumb contact areas to interpret the user gestures on a map application either as a simple tap or
a pinch gesture for zooming. Gestures considering limited thumb reach with the firm grip on smartphones address
the ergonomics of the carpometacarpal (CMC) joint, the metacarpophalangeal (MCP) and the interphalangeal



(IP) joint [49]. For instance, MagStick [65] applies drag gestures to project a linear trajectory to reach a target on
the farthest area of a smartphone interface.

In recent years, the research community on on-body interaction has been studying the design space of thumb-
to-finger interactions, which is regarded as subtle, swift, and unnoticeable interactions [50]. In [70], thumb reaches
to different fingers within the same hand are classified into a set of micro-gestures that maps with instructions
on computing devices. Chan et al. [16] analyze the thumb reaches inside the finger space, considering the ease of
thumb reaches to distal segments, middle segments and proximal segments of the index finger, middle finger,
ring finger as well as small finger. Karlson et al. [39] reveal similar results with a further study on the thumb
to the dorsal and radial sides of the finger space. Thumb-to-finger and thumb-to-palm interactions have also
been considered for text entry on mobile devices [51, 77, 78]. With very few works focusing on thumb-to-finger
interaction, this paper serves as the first works to leverage the benefits of thumb interaction with flying drones.

2.3 One-handed Interaction on Miniature Devices
A large number of Finger-Augmenting Devices (FAD) have been proposed [69], which are commonly attached
either to the finger (partially or fully covered depending on the size of the devices) or the thumb with an addendum
sensor located on the nail. FingerPad [17] enables gesture recognition through magnetic tracking between the
Hall sensor grid and magnets on the fingernails of the thumb and index finger. Among the FADs, ring devices
are the most acceptable and practical ubiquitous wearable device, and allow hand-free operations in outdoors
scenarios [7]. Commercial products are widely used in health tracking3 and voice assistant4. Magic Ring [38]
analyzes the user movements with IMU sensor data to recognize real-life activities such as tooth brushing and
cooking noodles. Frictio [30] generates passive kinesthetic force feedback when users perform IMU-supported
rotational gestures on desktop computers.
Among thumb-to-index finger interaction, touch is the primary input modality on ring devices. The printed

electrodes and capacitive sensors inside TouchRing [76] enable the detection of touch events and swipe gestures.
Ringteraction [27] achieves more complicated event detection including taps, swipes, rotations, scroll and select,
pan and zoom, and so on. Thumb-In-Motion [9] inherits from the above works and reduces the form-size for
outdoor scenarios (e.g. walking and running). These projects demonstrate touch-based gesture recognition with
tapping and swipe motions with static 2D GUIs. In contrast, our prototype applies force-assisted interaction with
dynamic tangible objects like flying drones.

Among the CMC, IP and MCP joints, Karlson et al. [39] show evidence that rubbing the thumb inside the hand
space (palm or some fingers) diagonally and horizontally is more demanding and leads to a longer completion
time, which implies that the bottleneck with the thumb’s IP and MCP joints for rigorous motions deteriorates
the user performance. The aforementioned TouchRing, Ringteraction and Thumb-In-Motion rely on rigorous
motions for tap and swipe gestures involving IP and MCP joints. In contrast, multi-modal inputs with touch-based,
force-assisted interaction supported by an IMU allow for subtle movements on the interface, thus reducing the
burden on such joints.

2.4 Force-Assisted Interaction
When fingers exert force on a surface, the sensory receptors of the muscles located predominantly outside
the hand provide constant feedback to the user on the amount of force exerted [1]. Humans are capable of
distinguishing between subtle amounts of force up to 6 levels [59] with only visual clues and potentially reach up
to 10 levels [82] with adequate feedback. The human finger can generate pressure averaging 45N for men and
17N for women [71], much higher than the ceiling of 3D Touch (3.3N) on an iPhone 6 or later versions [75].

3BELUN: http://beluntech.com
4ORII: https://orii.io



Table 2. A Summary of Sensing Capacities and the Key Gestures.

Models Touch-sensitive Force-sensitive IMU No. of Buttons Interactions/Gestures
M1 x 2 Pan.
M2 x x 1 Pan; Roll; Pitch.
M3 x x x 1 Pan; 3D Touch; Roll; Pitch.
M4 x x 1 3D Touch; Roll; Pitch

Research on force-sensitive touch interfaces uses force as a modality to distinguish multiple choices through
variations of the applied pressure in a continuous spectrum. The most recent and relevant works focus on
shrinking the interaction areas. ForceEdge [6] enables users to scroll within a list of items (e.g. date) through
exerting force on a force-sensitive touchscreen. Instead of performing one or more swipe gestures to scroll the
list of items, a finger is held on the same interaction area and force is exerted to search through the list. Similarly,
Goguey et al. [28] apply force-augmented taps to select the granularity of textual contents on touchscreens.
The user can hold a pan gesture to select textual contents at the desired granularity. Some works apply force
to perform mode switching on the keyboard interfaces. In a keyboard proposed by Brewster et al. [12], the
user can apply force to type uppercase letters without tapping the ‘shift’ key in advance, saving time from
an additional tap on the ‘shift’ key. Force levels can also be applied for distinguishing multiple characters in
an ambiguous keyboard, in which a key contains two [35] or three characters [51]. The ambiguous keyboard
reduces the keyboard size as character keys are grouped together. As such, they are favoured by smaller devices
such as smartwatches and other wearable devices. In addition, force interaction improves reachability with a
firm grip. ForceRay applies a force-driven cursor allowing users to access items located outside of thumb reach,
following the natural rotation around the carpometacarpal joint [20]. However, none of these studies leverage
the advantages of force input to tackle drone control with one-handed gestures. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work to explore the force modality and construct a thumb-sized interface for drone interactions.

3 DESIGN OF INTERACTION MODELS
Before we dive into the hardware design of our ring, we first study the appropriate interaction approaches
with flying drones for thumb-based interaction on a thumb-sized interface. In this section, we investigate four
candidate interaction models for one-handed control of a flying drone. Among the four models, the first model
emulates the commercial standard of two-button (two-thumbs) controllers on a smartphone touchscreen, while
the remaining three solutions are one-button (one-thumb) interfaces designed for evaluating the user performance
with various combinations of the Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), the touchscreen and the force-sensitive touch
surface. Table 2 summarizes the interaction approaches, their use of sensing capacities, and the key gestures.

Model 1. This model corresponds with the commercial baseline that we compare with other proposed models
in this paper. The interface of this model consists of two circular virtual joysticks of diameter 37.72 mm that will
be referred to as controllers. The centre points of the left controller and right controller are located at (120 pt, 130
pt) and (616 pt, 130 pt) on a 414x736 pt2 touchscreen. The left controller controls the altitude and rotation of
the flying drone, through pan gesture in four discrete directions (up, down, right, left). Panning Up and Down
increases and decreases the drone altitude, while panning right and left leads to the drone rotating rightward
and leftward. The right controller governs the horizontal movement of the drone in four directions, and the pan
gesture (up, down, right, left) intuitively maps to the drone movement (forward, backward, right, left). For all the
above thumb-based panning, we apply a linear interpolation to map the thumb movements with the magnitude
of drone movements. The swipe length of the pan gesture from the initial touchpoint inside the button to the



current touchpoint near the circular edge is computed as the Euclidean distance, i.e. the drone moves at the
highest speed if the thumb is located at the edge, or vice versa.

Model 2. As a flying drone can move longitudinally (forward and backward), vertically (upward and downward),
laterally (right and left), as well as rotationally (right and left), a single-button button with a solely touch-sensitive
interface can hardly accommodate the eight movement options. It is important to note that dividing the button into
eight directional capabilities causes unintended inputs due to the smaller division for each partition. Therefore,
an additional modality is necessary to augment the touch-sensitive interface. In this model, we leverage the IMU
capabilities to distinguish the drone movements with a single button of diameter 37.72 mm. In this model, the
touchscreen interface enables the longitudinal and lateral movements of the drone through panning gestures
towards up, down, right and left that respectively map to the forward, backward, right and left drone movements.
Similar to Model 1, the magnitude of drone movements corresponds to the swipe length from the location of
initial/first touch on the button to the point of current touch location towards the button edge. Regarding the
IMU-induced controls, the pitch (up and down) and roll (right and left) gestures manage the vertical and rotational
movements respectively. Yaw gestures are not considered due to mobility constraints: a user in a walking scenario
will turn left and right frequently, and yaw gesture will lead to confusing inputs to the drone. We define the
default angles of the pitch and roll gestures as 0° and 0°. The angle ranges for the pitch and roll gestures are (-10° –
+20°) and (-15° – +15°). Linear interpolation is applied to map the degree of pitch and roll with the magnitude of
the drone movements vertically and rotationally.

Model 3. This one-button model leverages both the touch-sensitive surface, IMU and force-sensitive surface,
in order to manage the eight options of the drone movements. The force-sensitive surface is normalized to the
force spectrum from 0 to 1, which serves to divide the button into two separate levels. Force exertion below
0.2 is defined as the region of normal touch, in which the users make the pan gestures for longitudinal and
lateral movements of the drone. Similar to Model 2, the touchscreen interface enables the longitudinal and lateral
movements of the drone through panning gestures towards up, down, right and left that respectively map to
the drone movement forward, backward, right and left. Again, the magnitude of drone movements is computed
by the swipe length from the location of initial/first touch on the button to the point of current touch location
towards the button edge. The button has a diameter of 37.72 mm. Once the force level exceeds the threshold
value of 0.2, the IMU sensor activates to detect the wrist movement for the vertical and rotational movements.
For both the pitch (up and down) and roll (right and left) gestures, the IMU serves to detect the wrist direction
and the amount of force exerted by the users indicates the magnitude of drone movements. The movement speed
of the drone is linearly interpolated to the normalized force spectrum from 0.2 to 1. Again, the default angles of
the pitch and roll gestures are defined as 0° and 0°. Also, the angle ranges for activating the pitch gestures are
+20° for upward movements and -10° for downward movements, while the activation of roll gestures happens
once the wrist moves beyond +15° for right-rotation and -15° for left-rotation. Yaw gestures are neglected to
avoid confusing operations with the drone.

Model 4. This model uses only an IMU and force-sensitive surface and not a touch-sensitive surface. Hence,
the model no longer supports pan gestures. The wrist angle detected by the IMU transforms into a normalized
spectrum from -1 to 1 for both pitch and roll gestures. Four directional movements exist with the combination of
two gestures in two directions; representing (-1 to 0) and (0 to 1). The default angles of the pitch and roll gestures
are 0° and 0°. In order to make 8 movement options available, every normalized direction, either (-1 to 0) or (0
to 1), is further divided into two sub-regions, where the range from 0 to the threshold is regarded as the inner
region, and the range between the threshold and 1 is defined as the outer region. Regarding the drone operations,
the pitch gestures map to the drone movement forward (up-inner), backward (down-inner), upward (up-outer)
and downward (down-outer). The angle ranges of inner regions are (+5° – -20°) and (+15° – +40°), while the angle



Fig. 2. Testing interfaces: (a) two-button approach for Method 1 (M1); (b) single-button approach without triggering the IMU
threshold for Method 2 – 4 (M2 – M4); (c) single-button approach triggered the IMU threshold for M2 – M4; (d) single-button
approach triggered the 2nd-level IMU threshold (outer region) for M4;

ranges of outer regions are (+40° – +90°) and (-20° – -90°). On the other hand, the roll gestures operate the drone
in right, left, right-rotate and left-rotate. The ranges of inner regions are defined as (-5° – -30°) and (+10° – +35°),
while the range of the outer regions are (-90° – -30°) and (+35° – +90°). In addition, the normalized force spectrum
from the threshold value of 0.2 to 1 drives the magnitude of drone movements with linear interpolation. The
threshold value is designed to avoid unwanted activation. When the wrist angle falls into one of the eight regions,
the user can mobilize the drone movement through exerting the right amount of force.

4 USER STUDY 1: UNIT TEST FOR DRONE MOVEMENTS
We conduct user studies to understand the user performance and acceptance of the four models mentioned above
(Method 1 – 4, abbreviated as M1 – M4). We specifically focus on the first time the user is confronted with various
combination of force-assisted interaction and IMU controls.

4.1 Participants and Apparatus
To understand the users’ behaviour with the candidate gestures, we conduct a user study with 12 participants
(18 - 27 years; 10 male and 2 female; all right-handed). All users were recruited from the university campus. All
of them are experienced smartphone users. However, only three of them had prior experience of controlling a
drone and only 1 of them had prior experience with force interaction.
We implement the four methods on an iPhone 7s Plus equipped with a pressure-sensitive touchscreen (5.5").

The touchscreen is responsive to pressures ranging continuously from 0 to 3.3 N, corresponding to 0 to 6.66 units
in iOS (Swift) programming [83]. The smartphone is connected through WiFi to a consumer-grade drone (DJI
Tello5) throughout the entire evaluation. Figure 2 shows the four testing interfaces. The two-handed method
(Method 1) interface (Figure 2(a)) corresponds to the commonly used commercial interface for drone control.
The user holds a smartphone in landscape mode with two hands. The left hand controls the horizontal and
rotational movements while the right hand controls the lateral and longitudinal movements. The IMU-based
interaction models (M2, M3 and M4) share the same single-button interface in portrait mode. The colour of the

5https://store.dji.com/shop/tello-series



button changes from dark grey (Figure 2(b)) to green (Figure 2(c)), once the users’ wrist rotation exceeds the
range in which the controls are supposed to take place. In M4, the button colour further varies with the wrist
rotation from green in the inner region to red (Figure 2(d)) in the outer region. We encourage the users to focus
on the drone movements, and employ their peripheral vision to receive the visual clues (i.e. the colour of the
button). The smartphone also provides haptic clues for the force-assisted approaches (M3 and M4). In order to
reduce the visual demands on the smartphone, the exerted force levels exceeding the normalized force spectrum
of 0.2 and 0.75 respectively result in a single and a double vibration. Even though we draw a button at the bottom
edge of the touchscreen, the users can perform an interaction outside the button area, which extends to the
whole screen. The oval buttons allow the user to select the method, start the experiment, and send the logs to a
computer connected to the same network. The interface also displays basic debug information such as Pitch, Roll,
Yaw, Distance, Angle, and Force applied.

We informed participants that data will be de-identified, and all recorded data will be password protected and
deleted after the study ends. Participants provided informed consent to participate in this study. The study was
carried out following the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and approved by university institutional
ethics review board (IRB) regulations. The entire study, including all three experiments, was authorized by the
IRB and occurred between May and October 2019.

4.2 Tasks
In this section, we only consider simple unit tests. We ask the participants to complete five operations for each
method. Each run of the unit test consists of flying operations in a specific direction as follows: (1) horizontal
upward movement (1.8 meters); (2) horizontal downward movement (1.8 meters); (3) right rotational movement (2
* 90°); (4) left rotational movement (2 * 90°); (5) Two-step rotational movement of 180° left rotation and 180° right
rotation (no displacement);
When the two-button interface merges into a single button, additional modalities (IMU and force-sensitive

interfaces) are introduced to handle the vertical and rotational movements. As joystick interfaces on the touch-
screen for longitudinal and lateral movements are thoroughly investigated [72] for gaming and robotic scenarios,
we focus on the user and drone interaction in horizontal and rotational movements. Besides, short and identical
movements in a trial enable us to observe the user performance and behaviour during the drone control, and
hence capture the users’ wrist positions and movements for a given gesture. In contrast, multi-step and combina-
torial movements represent a more complicated task. For instance, forward (horizontal) plus upward (vertical)
movements will deteriorate the gesture footprints.
After showing the users the gestures and controls for a given interaction method, the participants have five

minutes to get familiar with the interfaces and the gesture controls. A five-minute briefing session is sufficient
as unit tests are straightforward and simple (e.g. last no longer than 10 seconds.) Every participant completes
three trial of each unit test with each method. Three trials are sufficient because extended trials may lead to
negative performance due to the task nature and accordingly boredom [56]. Among all trials, we record the
completion time, touch behaviour, force exertion and IMU values. We provide cues in the tasks to make the
drone movements in fair comparison, as follows. For horizontal movements, we define a ceiling and a floor (20
cm buffer distance from the actual ceiling and floor). Users can control the drone from the starting location
(e.g. floor) to the ending location (e.g. ceiling). Regarding the rotational movements, the drone starts at the
0°, and, supported by the IMU embedded in the drone, the LED light on the drone will give visual cues to the
users once the ending orientation has been reached. If the movements or rotations of the drones are mistakenly
performed, we drop the trial and ask the participants to re-do the failed trial. It is important to note that the
issues of over-shooting (e.g. location precision or orientation accuracy) are more relevant to the study of Fitts’s
Law [80] focusing on the difficulties of the drone operations with various controllers, while our study, in search of



Table 3. Results of completion time over five tasks with One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni and Holm Analysis: Italic numbers
indicate no statistical significance between two pairs of methods.

Task p-value F-statics DOF M1 vs M2 M1 vs M3 M1 vs M4 M2 vs M3 M2 vs M4 M3 vs M4
1 2.91E-06 10.479 (3, 140) 0.6047 0.0181 2.00E-05 0.0579 8.94E-05 0.0795
2 7.77E-08 13.5981 (3, 140) 0.1610 0.0150 0.0002 0.0001 3.80E-06 0.2963
3 3.73E-07 12.2294 (3, 140) 0.0079 0.0006 1.25E-07 0.4214 0.0179 0.0982
4 6.66E-10 17.9276 (3, 140) 0.0605 0.0005 3.68E-10 0.0808 1.314E-05 0.0062
5 1.63E-5 9.0469 (3, 140) 0.06001 0.0244 4.67E-06 0.5546 0.0169 0.0545

subtle interactions on miniature interfaces, focuses on the observation of the user behavior among three modals.
We instruct the users to complete the course as fast as possible for each trial. This instruction prevents the
participants from operating the drone at extremely low speeds, which may sabotage the experiment’s validity.
For example, users with M2 can accomplish the task with very least wrist rotation and hence results in very
low speeds but long completion times as a trade-off. We always start with the Two-handed method (M1). We
then randomize the order of the remaining three methods (M2 – M4) in order to compensate for any asymmetric
skill transfer [56] taking place during the experiment. We design this partial counterbalancing strategy with
the following justifications. First, the flying drone is a moving object that may easily crash and hit the users
or bystanders with an unfamiliar control interfaces . We consider that M1 is analogous to the two-handed
tangible controllers that are the most common way to manipulate objects on smartphones and gaming consoles.
M1 brings a reasonable level of user affordance [33], knowing that gestural inputs are indeed not completely
natural [61]. Thus, choosing M1 as the starting method enables users to become familiar with the drone control
in a physical reality [37]. Second, although full counterbalancing can alleviate the carry-over effect and hence
reduce the internal validity [56], partial counterbalancing strategies have long been applied in within-subject
evaluations [64]. For instance, Latin Square is a traditional strategy for partial counterbalancing, which is a good
compromise but still poses carry-over effects [55]. That is, Latin Square has an inherited deficiency in which
conditions precede and follow other conditions an unequal number of times. Due to the practical reality, it is
difficult to achieve full randomization [25], while our scenario maintains a reasonable level of randomization.
After all the trials, we distribute the NASA Task Load Index (NASA TLX) [36] questionnaires to collect the user
perceptions with the four methods.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Completion Time. Figure 3 shows the average completion times for each method. M3 and M4 are on
average 16.54% and 27.86% faster than M1, while M4 is 22.19% faster than M2. It is important to note that the
mean completion times of task (5) are at least twice more than that of the mean completion times of tasks (3)
and (4) because of the doubled rotational degrees. Table 3 summarizes the statistical significance in completion
times across the five tasks. One-way ANOVA shows that the interaction models has a significant effect on the
completion time of all tasks. Bonferroni and Holm Analysis compare the statistical difference between two
interaction models (column 5 – 10), where the number in italic format indicates no statistical difference in two
interaction models. Methods 1 and 2 (M1 and M2) have no significant impact on four out of five tasks, while
Methods 3 and 4 (M3 and M4) are significantly faster than M1 in all tasks. Similarly, M2 vs M3, as well as M3 vs
M4, make no significant difference to the completion time (4 out of 5 tasks). However, M2 and M4 have significant
effects on the completion time among all tasks. In other words, the statistical analysis implies that M3 and M4
are significantly faster than M1, and M4 is significantly faster than M2.



Fig. 3. Task completion time (M1 – M4). M3 and M4 have significantly shorter completion time than the commercial baseline
(M1) (Checked the distribution normality with Kolmogorov–Smirnov Test).

4.3.2 Wrist Movements. Figure 4 shows the distributions of the users’ Mean posture (M) and Movement degree
(SD) of Row and Pitch in the five tasks. M1 relies solely on touch-based interactions on touchscreens. We thus
neglect the IMU data of M1. M2, M3 and M4 and apply pitch gestures in tasks (1) and (2) as well as roll gestures in
tasks (3) – (5), to maneuver the drone with vertical and rotational movements, respectively. Regarding the results,
we rank the pitch gestures (T1 and T2) in ascending order: M3: 46.89° (+25.16° and -21.73°), M4: 70.93° (+44.33° and
-26.60°), and M2: 84.10° (+40.30° and -43.81°), as well as the roll gestures (T3 and T4) in ascending order: M3:
49.19° (+29.74° and -19.46°), M4: 91.24° (+44.19° and -47.05°), and M2: 103.73° (+52.56° and -51.17°). Users with M2
performs the pitch and roll gestures through wrist movements. As the degree of wrist movements is linearly
mapped with the magnitude of drone movements, the users turn their wrists to the maximum extent to shorten
the task completion time. M3 manipulates the magnitude of drone movements through force levels. In this case,
the users’ wrists lean slightly towards the intended direction and control the force level with the thumb joints.
Therefore, M3 results in wrist rotations 55.75% lower than M2. M4 serves as an intermediate solution between
M2 and M3, which relies more on the wrist movement to establish a 2-level gesture. The gestures for longitudinal
(forward and backward) and lateral (right and left) movements are performed within the inner wrist space, and
the gestures for vertical (upward and downward) and rotational (right and left) movements within the outer
region of the wrist rotation space (outer region). Therefore, the users tend to rotate their wrist to the outer region,
where their average postures with M4 is close to M2. As a result, M4 requires 51.27% more wrist rotation than M3
as users find a confident angle in the outer region and exert the force accordingly. The wrist rotation of M4 is
only 15.66% lower than M2 because M4 fully leverages the possible space of wrist rotation. M3 results in overall
lower SD values for both the roll and pitch gestures. The key reason is that users only rotate their wrists over the
threshold position and avoid extra wrist movements. In contrast, users with M2 and M4 experience higher SD
values in the roll and pitch gestures as wrist rotations are vague on an imaginary interface even as visual clues
are available.



Fig. 4. Violin plots for Mean posture (M) and Movement degree (SD) of Row and Pitch (in degree °) across the five tasks (T1 -
T5). Noted that M1 results SDs approximate to 0 due to the device holding position (Checked the distribution normality with
Kolmogorov–Smirnov Test).

Table 4 shows the results of One-way ANOVA for the mean posture (M) and degree of movement (SD) with
Yaw, Row and Pitch gestures. Almost all gestures across the five tasks (except Yaw-SD in the task (2)) show the
statistical significance and thus we perform Bonferroni and Holm Analysis. Tables 5–9 lists the Holm p-value
under the One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni and Holm Analysis.The six values at the right upper corner and
the other six values at the left lower corner represent the statistical significance of the user’s mean posture and
movement degree, respectively. In general, Yaw gestures across the five tasks seldom show effects on the user’s
postures and movements, as the users perform randomized body orientation (left or right). In addition, M1 shows
statistical significance in terms of row and pitch gestures across the five tasks, as the users hold the devices
nearly parallel to the ground and other interaction methods follow the users’ wrist angles. Among tasks (1) and
(2) requiring Pitch gestures, the interaction models generate a significant difference to both the wrist posture
and the movement degree. Among task (3) and (4) requiring Roll gestures, the interaction models has significant
effects on both the wrist posture and movement degree. In task (5), roll gestures go bidirectionally to either left
or right. Statistical significance exists in the wrist movement but not the wrist posture because the two discrete
postures counterbalance the mean wrist posture.

4.3.3 Interaction Footprint. Figure 5 shows the interaction footprint for the four candidate methods. All figures
show the displacement of the finger on an iPhone 7s Plus screen of size 414pt * 736pt. We combine the movements
of all 12 participants across the five tasks in these figures and we capture one sample every 10 ms. We calculate
the interaction area by first finding the centre of the captured samples; We then compute the standard deviation
on each axis. The interaction area corresponds to three times the standard deviation from the centre (99.7% of
the samples). If the calculated interaction area exceeds the screen boundaries, we consider the screen edges as
the interaction area boundary for the considered edge. Among the five tasks, only the left-hand button in M1 is



Table 4. One-way ANOVA analysis for Mean posture (M) and Movement degree (SD) across the five tasks: At the degree of
freedom (3, 140) and Italic numbers indicate no statistical significance

Task T1 T2 T3 T4 T5
Gesture p-value F-statics p-value F-statics p-value F-statics p-value F-statics p-value F-statics
Yaw-M 0.0098 3.9432 1.27E-09 17.327 4.35E-09 16.1869 1.11E-16 42.4356 1.11E-16 37.599
Yaw-SD 0.0208 3.3548 0.0694 2.4121 0.0102 3.9078 9.05E-11 19.8289 0.0070 4.2045
Row-M 1.11E-06 36.6339 2.77E-07 12.4853 1.11E-16 116.3431 1.11E-16 15.5432 3.01E-08 14.4375
Row-SD 0.0017 5.3337 0.0001 7.5368 1.11E-16 75.7482 1.11E-16 80.9359 1.11E-16 493.5574
Pitch-M 1.11E-06 528.5515 1.11E-16 181.1792 1.09E-12 24.2297 8.11E-09 15.6192 5.84E-11 20.2538
Pitch-SD 1.11E-06 113.1824 1.11E-16 91.7556 3.22E-14 27.9319 1.91E-09 16.9466 3.43E-12 23.0619

Table 5. One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni and Holm Analysis for Mean posture (right upper corner) and Movement degree
(left lower corner) for Task 1: Italic numbers indicate no statistical significance between two pairs of methods (M1 – M4)

Yaw M1 M2 M3 M4 Row M1 M2 M3 M4 Pitch M1 M2 M3 M4

M1 - 0.7507 0.8515 0.0130 M1 - 0 1.33E-12 1.62E-06 M1 - 0 0 0
M2 0.4938 - 0.9000 0.0290 M2 0.0047 - 0.0918 4.93E-05 M2 0 - 0 0.0018
M3 0.7919 0.5185 - 0.1700 M3 0.3387 0.1668 - 0.0129 M3 2.47E-10 0 - 0
M4 0.0308 0.6016 0.0547 - M4 0.0070 0.8495 0.1927 - M4 0 5.63E-08 3.34E-06 -

Table 6. One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni and Holm Analysis for Mean posture (right upper corner) and Movement degree
(left lower corner) for Task 2: Italic numbers indicate no statistical significance between two pairs of methods (M1 – M4)

Yaw M1 M2 M3 M4 Row M1 M2 M3 M4 Pitch M1 M2 M3 M4

M1 - 4.89E-06 1.24E-05 1.24E-09 M1 - 1.32E-07 0.0004 0.0004 M1 - 0 0 0
M2 0.1267 - 0.7928 0.1700 M2 6.42E-05 - 0.1191 0.1682 M2 0 - 0 8.88E-06
M3 0.8697 0.4945 - 0.1430 M3 0.4786 0.0079 - 0.9786 M3 0 7.02E-07 - 0.0102
M4 0.2006 0.7949 0.5990 - M4 0.395 0.0067 0.9052 - M4 0 0.0006 0.0837 -

Table 7. One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni and Holm Analysis for Mean posture (right upper corner) and Movement degree
(left lower corner) for Task 3: Italic numbers indicate no statistical significance between two pairs of methods (M1 – M4)

Yaw M1 M2 M3 M4 Row M1 M2 M3 M4 Pitch M1 M2 M3 M4

M1 - 4.38E-05 3.65E-06 5.66E-09 M1 - 0 3.06E-13 0 M1 - 8.78E-08 5.94E-09 5.52E-12
M2 1.2889 - 0.5327 0.1417 M2 0 - 4.44E-13 0.2889 M2 6.32E-06 - 0.5600 0.1686
M3 1.1371 0.8257 - 0.3418 M3 7.89E-12 1.38E-09 - 1.01E-10 M3 1.21E-05 0.8429 - 0.3640
M4 0.0113 0.0752 0.0519 - M4 0 0.0012 0.0017 - M4 4.00E-15 0.0002 0.0001 -

Table 8. One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni and Holm Analysis for Mean posture (right upper corner) and Movement degree
(left lower corner) for Task 4: Italic numbers indicate no statistical significance between two pairs of methods (M1 – M4)

Yaw M1 M2 M3 M4 Row M1 M2 M3 M4 Pitch M1 M2 M3 M4

M1 - 3.40E-11 6.88E-14 0 M1 - 0 1.84E-11 0 M1 - 1.35E-07 1.43E-05 2.61E-07
M2 1.75E-11 - 0.2509 0.008 M2 0 - 0 8.64E-06 M2 6.33E-05 - 0.8150 0.8621
M3 6.58E-05 0.0053 - 0.1171 M3 2.66E-14 1.18E-09 - 1.38E-12 M3 7.14E-06 0.9816 - 0.7083
M4 5.72E-05 0.0047 0.9299 - M4 1.11E-15 1.26E-08 0.5869 - M4 2.38E-09 0.2641 0.1847 -



Table 9. One-way ANOVA with Bonferroni and Holm Analysis for Mean posture (right upper corner) and Movement degree
(left lower corner) for Task 5: Italic numbers indicate no statistical significance between two pairs of methods (M1 – M4)

Yaw M1 M2 M3 M4 Row M1 M2 M3 M4 Pitch M1 M2 M3 M4

M1 - 1.20E-14 6.33E-13 2.00E-14 M1 - 9.30E-08 2.06E-05 6.96E-06 1 6.80E-09 1.11E-08 3.16E-08
M2 1.0885 - 1.3431 0.9087 M2 0 - 0.624 0.6744 M2 1.79E-07 0.8954 2.1012
M3 1.1268 0.7391 - 1.038 M3 0 0 - 0.7631 M3 1.97E-08 0.6214 1.5999
M4 0.0074 0.0738 0.0370 - M4 0 5.33E-07 0 - M4 1.28E-11 0.1702 0.3120

Fig. 5. On-screen interaction footprint for all four methods (M1 – M4) for the 12 participants. M3 results in the lowest
footprint, closely followed by M4. The solely touch-based interface (M1) requires using most of the screen for interaction.

used for the horizontal and rotational movements, and hence touch-points on the right-hand button are rarely
spotted. The interaction area of the left-hand button in M1 is 160,970 pt2 and occupies 52.83% of the screen. In
comparison, users with M2 solely rely on wrist rotations, primarily roll and pitch gestures, to drive the drone
movements rotationally and horizontally. However, some touchpoints are recorded because users are used to
putting their thumbs on the button interface. As a result, the IMU-induced method (M2) results in an interaction
area of 34,365 pt2, equivalently to 11.28% of the screen. Both M3 and M4 require users to touch the screen to
exert force, which leads to interaction areas of 25,874 pt2 and 27,460 pt2, occupying 8.49% and 9.01% of the screen,
respectively. The additional modalities of IMU and force-assisted input not only liberate one hand of the user
but also significantly save the interaction space by 41.55% – 44.34% compared to the two-handed method. M3
results in a slightly smaller (5.77% less) and denser footprint (𝜎𝑥 = 29.88 and 𝜎𝑦= 24.06) than M4 (𝜎𝑥 = 35.13
and 𝜎𝑦= 22.11). Even though both M3 and M4 employ the force spectrum to adjust the magnitude of the drone
movements, the difference in footprint is mainly caused by the wrist movements. That is, as the thumb and wrist
muscles are interconnected, they pose ergonomic constraints. The users with M4 re-adjust their thumbs into a
comfortable position for easier force exertion, especially when the users’ wrists are approaching their maximum
extents within the outer regions of drone movements in horizontal and rotational directions.

4.3.4 User Experience and NASA TLX Survey. One-way ANOVA reveals no significant effects on all the metrics:
1) Mental (𝐹 (3,44) = 0.2123, p = 0.8874), 2) Physical (𝐹 (3,44) = 0.2886, p = 0.8334); 3) Temporal (𝐹 (3,44) = 0.3898, p
= 0.7609); 4) Performance (𝐹 (3,44) = 1.7872, p = 0.1635); 5) Effort (𝐹 (3,44) = 0.5542, p = 0.6481) and 6) Frustration
(𝐹 (3,44) = 0.5350, p = 0.660753). Unit tests are indeed too short for participants to clearly distinguish the demands



between the methods with the unit tasks. Longer testing sessions with more complex tasks would be required in
order to see a shift in user experience.

4.4 Discussion
When the human-to-drone input significantly shrinks from two-handed buttons to a single-handed interface,
additional modalities can augment the input options within a constrained space. The five unit tasks shed light
on the design of drone control with multi-modal inputs including touch-based, IMU-induced and force-assisted
interactions. The two-handed buttons (M1), as a commercial baseline, emulate joystick controllers and rely
solely on touch-based interactions (left button: horizontal and rotational movements; right button: lateral and
longitudinal movements). M2 and M3 feature a single touch-based button for lateral and longitudinal movements,
while IMU-induced movements in M2 and force-assisted thumb interaction in M3 drive the horizontal and
rotational movements. Finally, M4 applies force-assisted interaction for the magnitude of drone movements, and
further divides the pitch and roll gestures into a 2-level IMU region. The inner region of wrist rotation maps
the drone in lateral and longitudinal directions, while the outer region of wrist rotation manipulates the drone
horizontal and rotational movements.

In other words, M1, M2, andM3 share the same interface for lateral and longitudinal movements. Horizontal and
rotational drone movements are governed by various combinations of modalities among all interaction methods.
To make a comparable observation, we focus on user behaviour with the horizontal and rotational movements. In
search of an effective yet subtle interaction approach within the thumb-to-finger space interaction, we consider
the candidate models according to the completion time, wrist movements and interaction areas. Regarding the
completion time, M3 and M4 are both effective solutions, outperforming M1 significantly. Surprisingly, M2 is
only slightly better than M1 without statistical significance, even though we already optimized M2 and neglect
another inferior alternative approach similar to the pen-based Nintendo Wii controller6. To perform the pitch
and roll gestures for the drone movements in the horizontal and rotational directions, M2 and M4 both require at
least 51.27% more wrist rotation than M3. In M4, as the inner region of wrist rotation substitutes the touch-based
interaction, the users, in order to avoid confusing inputs, tend to rotate their wrist closer to their maximum
extents, leading to mean angles similar to M2. The NASA TLX questionnaire does not show a significant difference
in user acceptance between interaction models (M1 – M4). The majority of participants (7 out of 12) reflected that
M4 is unnatural and counter-intuitive when multiple flying operations are involved. For example, the drone in
task 5 requires both left and right rotations, for which users need to perform two roll gestures in two disconnected
outer regions. Accordingly, they usually release their thumbs when their wrists traverse the inner region to avoid
unwanted operations. Even though M4 is slightly faster than M3 (without statistical significance in 4 out of 5
tasks), we do not consider M4 in further stages. Considering M3 results in short completion times (Section 4.3.3)
with the least wrist rotation, we select M3 as the interaction method for our ring device. Finally, all methods (M1
– M4) are robust in the tasks, as the users rarely failed a trial, where the total counts of the failed trials in the five
tasks are 19 (4 (M1), 5 (M2), 4 (M3), 6 (M4)) out of 720 trails (12 participants * 5 tasks * 3 trials in each task * 4
methods).

We noticed two core limitations. First, this user study neglects the drone controls in lateral and longitudinal
directions. As the ultimate goal of this paper is to design a drone controlling device with thumb-based interaction
within the finger space, we design an additional task involving lateral and longitudinal directions in the next
section. The task will allow us to have a more comprehensive understanding of the interaction area involving
all flying operations, and figure out the perceived task demands in a more complicated flying route. Second,
one may argue that our partial counterbalancing strategy poses the carry-over effect [55] and hence internal
validity [56], which implies that the first method being tested, M1, is less advantageous than others. However, M1,

6http://people.cs.vt.edu/ bowman/3dui.org/course𝑛𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑠/𝑐ℎ𝑖2009/𝑤𝑖𝑖𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑒.𝑝𝑑 𝑓



as the commercial standard, serves as the baseline in this study. Users with M1 could get additional performance
improvements due to prior experience from the game console on smartphones or even two-handed tangible
controllers. Therefore, it is hard to justify whether the completion time will increase or decrease. Regarding the
results of wrist movements and interaction areas, we can obviously see that M1 does not rely on the IMU-driven
interaction and our partial counterbalancing strategy preserves the validity of our findings.

5 USER STUDY 2: 8-SHAPE FLYING MOVEMENTS
In this test, we investigate the interaction area and the users’ perceived task load in a more complicated scenario.
In the first study, the users did not perform lateral and longitudinal movements and the touch behaviours are not
truly reflected, i.e., the right-hand-side button of M1 and the touch-based interaction of M2 are missing. Besides,
users cannot perceive task load differences between the proposed methods with unit tests in Section 4.3.4.

5.1 Participants, Apparatus and Tasks
To understand the users’ behaviour with the candidate gestures, we conduct a user study with another 20
participants (20 - 33 years; 17 male and 3 female; all right-handed). All users were recruited from the university
campus and all of them are experienced smartphone users. However, only four of them had prior experience
with controlling a drone, and three of them had prior experience with force interaction.

We implement the four methods on an iPhone 7s Plus equipped with a pressure-sensitive touchscreen (5.5").
The touchscreen is responsive to pressures ranging continuously from 0 to 3.3 N, corresponding to 0 to 6.66 units
in iOS (Swift) programming [83]. The smartphone is wirelessly connected to a consumer-grade flying drone (DJI
Tello7 throughout the entire evaluation. We use the same interface as in the previous experiment (Figure 2(a)
– (c)) for M1 – M3. We ask the participants to complete three trials of a figure-8 flying route with the three
methods. In each trial, the user controls the drone to draw a figure-8 route around two identical obstacles. Both
obstacles are 160 cm * 110 cm and are separated by a distance of 640 cm. As the flying drone only makes an
approximate 8-shape path in a spacious room, no failing trials are counted in the user study. The users have to
apply longitudinal, lateral and rotational drone movements to accomplish the task. After demonstrating to the
users the controls for a given method, we give the participants five minutes to get familiar with the interfaces and
the gesture controls. Similarly, a five-minute briefing session is sufficient because unit tests are straightforward
and simple, and last no longer than 10 seconds. Each participant completes three trials with each method. We
record the touch behaviours among all trials and we instruct the users to complete the course as fast as possible
for each trial. We start with the Two-handed method and the justifications are explained in the previous section.
We then randomize the order of the next two methods in order to compensate for any learning effect taking
place during the experiment. After all the trials, the questionnaires of NASA Task Load Index (NASA TLX) [36]
were distributed to collect the user perceptions with the four methods. As stated in Section 4.1, in additional
to the participant’s consent, the collected information from the evaluation was out following the General Data
Protection Regulation (GDPR) and approved by university IRB regulations.

5.2 Results
5.2.1 Interaction Footprint. Figure 6 shows the interaction footprint for the touch-based method (M1), IMU-
induced method (M2) and force-assisted method (M3). All figures show the combined displacement of the finger
for all 20 participants on an iPhone 7s Plus screen of 414pt x 736pt. We capture one sample every 10 ms and we
calculate the interaction area by first finding the centre of the captured samples. We then compute the standard
deviation on each axis. The interaction area corresponds to three times the standard deviation from the centre
(99.7% of the samples). If the calculated interaction area exceeds the screen boundaries, we consider the screen
7https://store.dji.com/shop/tello-series



Fig. 6. The on-screen interaction footprint for all three methods for 20 participants. The force-assisted method (M3) results
in the lowest footprint, closely followed by the IMU method. The two-handed method requires the use of most of the screen
for interaction.

Fig. 7. NASA TLX Results for the three methods: Two-Handed touch-based (M1), IMU-induced (M2) and Force-assisted (M3)
interactions.

edges as the interaction area boundary for the considered edge. The two-handed method produces two separate
interaction areas of respective 143,795 pt2 (left) and 74,442 pt2 (right). The combined interaction areas occupy
71.6% of the screen. In comparison, the Force touch method and the IMU method respectively result in an area of
size 15,741 pt2 and 27,055 pt2, occupying 5.2% and 8.9% of the screen. Once again, the new modality of force and
wrist movement not only free up the users’ hand but they also save respectively 66.4% and 62.7% of the screen
real-estate compared to the two-handed method. M2 has a significantly smaller (41.6% less) and denser footprint
than M3. We may explain this observation by the fact that the IMU method is more intuitive for untrained users
during a more complicated task. Indeed, we rarely employ force-assisted interaction in our daily routines. As
such, participants may be more precise in their interaction when using the IMU method, thus requiring less
correction and fewer movements.



5.2.2 User Experience and NASA TLX Survey. We then distributed standard NASA TLX survey forms [36] to the
participants at the end of the experiment session. Figure 7 presents the results of the survey. On average, for
all parameters, users report the lowest scores for the IMU-induced method (M2), followed by the force-assisted
method (M3), and finally the two-handed method (M1). The M2 is the only method resulting in scores below
10/20 for the physical demand (9.8), temporal demand (9.5), effort (9.3), and frustration (8.2). However, each
method displays a high variance in the results reported by the users. One-way ANOVA shows a barely statistically
significant effect of the techniques (p<0.05) for all parameters except Physical Demand (p=0.1237). The Bonferroni
and Holm pairwise comparisons show no significant differences between M1 and M3 (p>0.5 for all criteria).
Similarly, there is no significant difference between M2 and M3 for all criteria (p>0.5). However, the Bonferroni
and Holm method displays a significant difference between M1 and M2 for the Mental Demand (p<0.05), Temporal
Demand (p<0.05), Performance (p<0.05), Effort (p<0.05), and Frustration (p<0.05). Overall, the M3 results in a
lower reported load than M1. Although M3 does not result in being statistically different to M1, it frees one of the
hands of the user, allowing the control in other devices such as smartwatches or smart rings, without resulting in
a loss of usability.

6 SYSTEM AND HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The second user study shows evidence that the IMU-induced interaction (M2) has a smaller interaction area
than the force-assisted interaction M3. M2 and M3 respectively occupy 5.2% and 8.9% of the iPhone touchscreen
(12.18 x 6.85 cm2). As such, M2 and M3 need rectangle shaped areas of (0.63 * 0.36 cm2) and (1.08 * 0.61 cm2),
respectively. This difference in size is not significant to the physical form factor because a ring-form device can
comfortably accommodate such small areas. Regarding the user perceived load, M3 scores between M1 and M2
with no significant statistical significance between them. However, M2 presents completion times similar to
the commercial baseline M1. Meanwhile, M3 results in a significantly shorter time than M2 and M1, allowing
more subtle wrist movements for one-handed interaction. Considering the results in a holistic way, M3 is an
effective and subtle solution with acceptable user feedback within a reasonably-sized interaction area. This
section describes the implementation of M3 within a prototypical ring hardware system, and the form factor of
the proof-of-concept device and interface.

6.1 System Description
Our prototype system takes the form of a force-sensitive ring. The architecture of the system is centred around a
Arduino Uno that interfaces the various embedded sensors. The ring embeds an IMS054-C04 pressure sensor
and an MPU9250 Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU). The pressure sensor can measure forces up to 2 kg (19.6N).
The Arduino Uno gathers information from the sensors, and forwards the corresponding instructions via an HC05
Bluetooth module. Although most drones, including our demonstration drone, rely on WiFi for transmission, we
use Bluetooth for our system. Bluetooth displays much lower energy consumption, which is a critical factor in
extremely size-constrained devices such as smart rings. We communicate with the drone through an intermediate
laptop, that transparently forwards the instructions coming via Bluetooth from the ring to the drone’s WiFi
interface. Figure 8 displays the hardware between our prototype interface.
We place the pressure sensor on top of the IMU on the side of the user’s index finger closest to the thumb

(left side for right-handed users, and right side for left-handed users). The user can control the speed of the
drone using the pressure sensor. The sensor can measure pressures between 0 and 2 kg that correspond to values
between 0 and 1024 after analogue-to-digital conversion in the Arduino. The first user experiment (Section 4)
revealed that users could not finely control pressures under 250 g. As such, we only consider values between 256
(500 g) and 1024 (2 kg). The drone model we are using takes values between 1 and 100 and converts them into
three discrete speeds. We normalize the measured values to that scale and transmit them directly to the drone.



Fig. 8. Pitch and roll operations on our prototype system. (a) Schematics of our prototype system; (b) Our prototype system
in action.
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Fig. 9. Pitch and roll operations on our prototype system.

According to our measurements, the drone’s speed adapts according to the following pattern: [500𝑔 − 800𝑔]
results in the lowest speed, [800𝑔 − 1250𝑔] results in the medium speed, and > 1250𝑔 results in the highest
speed. We directly match the measured pressure to the drone speed, with minimum and maximum pressures
(corresponding to the minimum and maximum speeds) as 0.25 (500 g) and 1 (2 kg), respectively. The user controls
the drone movement using the IMU. We summarize the IMU operations in Figure 9. An IMU can measure three
parameters: pitch (top of the finger pointing up or down), roll (rotation of the finger left or right parallel to the
X-axis), and yaw (rotation of the finger left or right perpendicular to the Z-axis), represented as a value between 0
and 180°. In this study, we only consider the pitch and roll of the IMU. We establish a safety zone between -10° and
+10° in which the drone does not move in horizontal and rotational directions. When the pitch reaches more than
+10°, the drone moves upward, while the drone moves downward when the pitch value is below -10°. Similarly,
the roll gesture rotates the drone once the wrist angle exceeds the threshold values of +10 (right-rotation) and
-10 (left rotation).



6.2 Limitations and Potential Improvement Areas of the Prototype Design
The prototype system we developed is bulky and cumbersome to use as a wireless ring in a real-world setting.
However, only a few modifications are necessary to turn this simple proof-of-concept into a fully-functional,
independent ring for one-thumb drone control:

• Downsize the Arduino microcontroller. The Arduino Uno we are using embeds an ATmega328P, which,
although powerful, takes up a relatively large space (37.4 x 6.76mm) on the board, has a relatively high
power consumption (12 to 16mA), and features many unnecessary inputs and outputs. Comparatively, a
smaller chip such as an ATtiny85 (SOIC format) is only 5.4x5.4mm, features more than enough power for
our operations, and can consume less than 2mA.

• Similarly to the main microcontroller chip, we can downsize the Bluetooth and the IMU modules, and
integrate them within the same circuit board. This would us allow to significantly reduce the size of the
system by compacting all the active elements within a single board smaller than 2x2 cm.

• Add a battery for autonomous operation. A 50mAh battery is less than 2x1 cm, and can power the entire
system for several hours.

• Use a smartphone instead of a laptop for transferring instructions from the Bluetooth interface to the WiFi
interface.

The above modifications would still lead to a relatively bulky (2x2 cm interaction surface), yet fully autonomous
and usable ring, with an acceptable autonomy. By further downsizing the components and adapting to a ring
form factor, we expect to be able to integrate all the components within a 7mm wide, 3mm thick ring, similar to
currently available commercial smart rings (For instance Mymotiv8)

6.3 Feasibility Study of the prototype
In order to validate the effects of additional modalities applied to the proof-of-concept device, we set up the
following experiment: we invite the 12 participants from the 1st user study (Section 4) to perform five unit tests
(identical to the five tasks (T1 – T5) in Section 4). After the briefing session about the controls, the participants go
through a 5 minutes acclimation phase during which they freely control the drone with our hardware device freely.
The five-minute session is sufficient as we aim to capture the true user behaviors without over-training. After the
tests, we conduct a survey on technology acceptance with the users. We ask the users to rate their technological
literacy on a five-point likert scale ranging from 1 to 5, 5 being the highest. The average technological literacy is
high, 3.70, ranging from 3 to 5. Through this survey, we aim at measuring the following constructs: Perceived
Usefulness (PU), Perceived Ease Of Use (PEOU), and Intention Of Use (IOU). We also calculate the Cronbach
Alpha reliability coefficient for the three constructs. For all three measurements, a coefficient above 0.70 denotes
an acceptable consistency in the results. We compute the three coefficients for PU, PEOU and IOU, as shown in
Table 11. As stated in Section 4.1, in addition to the participant’s consent, the collected information from the
evaluation was out following the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and is approved by the university
IRB regulations.

6.3.1 Completion Time. We compare the performance of the on-finger device with M3 in Section 4. Among T1 –
T4, the participants achieve shorter completion times than M3 by 30.24% – 50.46%. In the multi-step task (T5), the
participants also improve by 27.99%. The critical reason for the improvement in speed is the reduced load on
the users’ hand. Instead of holding a smartphone (M3 in Section 4), users hold a natural hand posture with a
light-weight on-finger device facilitating faster wrist rotation and hence, shorter completion time.

One-way ANOVA shows the interfaces give statistical significance to the completion time among all tasks: T1
– (𝐹 (1,70) = 23.1918, p<0.01); T2 – (𝐹 (1,70) = 63.2173, p<0.01); T3 – (𝐹 (1,70) = 24.8668, p<0.01); T4 – (𝐹 (1,70) = 20.1934,

8https://mymotiv.com/the-ring/

https://mymotiv.com/the-ring/


Table 10. The Wrist Postures (Pitch and Roll) with the prototype and their statistics values for the hardware device (F:
F-statics; �̄�𝐻𝑊 : mean wrist posture; 𝜎𝐻𝑊 : standard deviation of wrist rotation) among the five tasks.

Task Pitch Roll
p-value 𝐹 �̄�𝐻𝑊 𝜎𝐻𝑊 p-value 𝐹 �̄�𝐻𝑊 𝜎𝐻𝑊

1 0.1686 1.93 +19.08 25.49 0.3486 0.89 5.30 23.44
2 0.3667 0.83 -24.16 12.65 0.0069 7.75 -2.54 15.02
3 5.82E-05 18.32 -2.80 10.90 0.8502 0.04 -18.26 30.85
4 1.21E-04 16.59 -1.67 9.15 0.6883 0.16 28.09 22.60
5 7.42E-04 12.45 0.33 8.94 0.0485 4.03 -1.84 16.52

p<0.01); T5 – (𝐹 (1,70) = 32.4981, p<0.01). The tasks show mean the completion times (in second) with the standard
deviation values as follow: T1 – (�̄�1 = 3.30, 𝜎1 =1.07); T2 – (�̄�2 = 3.18, 𝜎2 =0.51); T3 – (�̄�3 = 3.19, 𝜎3 =0.46); T4 –
(�̄�4 = 2.91, 𝜎4 =0.57); T5 – (�̄�5 = 7.22, 𝜎5 =0.70).

6.3.2 Wrist Postures with Pitch and Roll. We compare the average wrist posture with findings of M3 with a
smartphone (Section 4). Table 10 lists the analysis with One-way ANOVA showing the effects of form factor
(smartphone vs on-finger device). No statistical significance to the form factor exists, in terms of Pitch gesture
(Task 1 and 2) as well as Roll gesture (Task 3 and 4). As Task 5 applies roll gestures for both left and right drone
rotations, we neglect the counteracted wrist angles. The participants with M3 on a smartphone achieve a small
wrist range of 46.89° (+25.16° and -21.73°) and 49.19° (+29.74° and -19.46°) for pitch and roll gesture, while the
participants with the prototype device display slightly smaller wrist posture of 43.24° (pitch: +19.08° and -24.16°)
and 46.35° (roll: +28.09 and -18.26), respectively. The consistent wrist postures imply that users with different
device tend to perform subtle wrist movements with the selected method.

6.3.3 Technology Acceptance. At the end of the user experiment, we distribute a Technology Acceptance Survey
questionnaire among the participants. The questions and the results from the survey are presented in Table 11. We
ask the participants to rate each sentence on a 1-5 points likert scale, with 1 being "totally disagree" and 5 "totally
agree". Overall, the participants are particularly positive. They found the prototype device to be easy to use (�̄� =
3.58, 𝜎 = 1.16), solving one of the major concerns raised by the participants of the first experiment. Indeed, using
the traditional joystick was reported to be less ubiquitous. Participants also considered the prototype device easy
to learn (�̄� = 3.58, 𝜎 = 1.16) and became skillful (�̄� = 3.33, 𝜎 = 0.78). No one scored less than 2 for any of the items
in the PEOU. The participants also considered the prototype to be a convenient solution to control the drone (�̄�
= 3.08, 𝜎 = 1.08). Although they considered that using the prototype would only be a slight improvement in the
way they control the drone over a traditional joystick controller (�̄� = 3.25, 𝜎 = 1.36), they found the prototype
useful (�̄� = 3.67, 𝜎 = 1.07), especially for a mobile scenario (�̄� = 3.92, 𝜎 = 1.44). Finally, users generally agree with
using the ring-form prototype in the future, either alone, or as a complement to conventional joystick controllers,
and they agree they would use it frequently. Overall, the Perceived Ease Of Use is positive with our prototype,
achieving our goal of making a convenient interface for drone controls. Although PU and PEOU show higher
variance values, the overall response to our ring-form prototype is consistently positive.

6.4 Discussion
6.4.1 Performance. Most of the recent works on controlling drones focus on proving the feasibility of natural
interfaces for drone controls without showing quantitative results from experiments, including gaze [31], body
movements [60], sitting angle [40], mind [45, 62], and speech [48]. Alternatively, other works elicit the user
acceptance of the proposed control gestures [63], and consider user opinions such as ‘how fun/reliable/easy



Table 11. Technology Acceptance Survey. The PU, PEOU and IU Score Higher than Average.

Question AVG MED MIN MAX STDEV 95%CONF

Perceived Usefulness (PU), 𝛼 = 0.7563
Using the device would enable me to control a drone more conveniently. 3.08 3 1 5 1.08 0.61
Using the device would improve the way I control a drone. 3.25 3 2 5 1.36 0.77
I would find the device useful when controlling a drone. 3.67 4 2 5 1.07 0.61
I find the device useful for controlling a drone with high mobility. 3.92 3.5 2 5 1.44 0.82

Perceived Ease Of Use (PEOU), 𝛼 = 0.7187
Learning to use the device would be easy. 3.58 3 2 5 1.16 0.66
I would find it easy to get the device to control the drone. 3.67 3.5 2 5 1.15 0.65
I would become skillful at using the device. 3.33 4 2 5 0.78 0.44
I find the device easy-to-use. 3.58 4 2 5 1.16 0.66

Intention Of Use (IOU), 𝛼 = 0.887
When the device becomes available, I intend to use it for controlling the drone. 3.25 3 2 4 0.62 0.35
When the device becomes available, I will use it in parallel to a joystick controller. 3.50 4 2 5 0.90 0.51
When the device becomes available, I predict I would use it frequently. 3.50 3.5 3 4 0.52 0.30

was the method’ [31]. As the task completion time depends primarily on the drone’s motor speed and moving
distance, it is hard to compare the results without reporting the drone moving’s distance in their tasks [44].
Thus, we focus our discussion on the following two dimensions: (1) the promptness and (2) the subtlety of the
gestures. Regarding the promptness of the gestures, a two-handed gestural system [63] results in users spending
between 1.83 and 2.90 seconds (excluding the drone movement time) before initiating the drone movements.
Similarly, speech commands, for instance, ‘Go up slowly to an altitude of 10 meters’ or ‘Go North until you see
a red truck below’, pose long input times [48]. In contrast, our on-finger tangible interface enables continual
and swift commands following the thumb press and wrist rotation. The users can finish the unit tasks (T1 – T4)
within 2.91 to 3.30 seconds. Besides, users with the prototype system perform unnoticeable thumb presses on the
on-finger prototype with subtle wrist rotations (pitch: 43.24° amplitude and roll: 46.35° amplitude). Our prototype
enables off-handed interaction ubiquitously, for instance, under a desk indoor, as well as reserving one hand in
mobile scenarios. In comparison, other existing works exploiting the body’s lean angle [40], voice commands,
and two-armed movements [60, 63] make obvious actions leading to social awkwardness.

6.4.2 Design Implications. The rising number of Finger-Augmenting Devices (FAD) [69] in recent years raises
the open question of ‘What can we do on a finger-worn interface?’. This paper serves as a groundwork for single-
handed drone control within the finger space, with the following spotlights. First, rather than an opportunistic
approach to putting sensors together, we systematically measure the interaction areas in Section 4 and 5 and
relate them to the form factor of FADs to focus our design. Second, the design choices of IMU-induced movements
between 1-level (M3) and 2-level (M4) approaches improve our understandings of multi-modal inputs for 6-DOF
drone movements, especially when an additional modality (force-assisted interaction in this paper) can control
the magnitude of these movements. Third, our device for thumb-based drone control inherits the benefits of
subtle and unnoticeable interaction [50] from the design clues found in the first and second evaluations. In the
final evaluation, the users with the hardware prototype perform gentle pitch (43.24° amplitude) and roll gestures
(46.35° amplitude). Finally, our prototype is a uniquely convenient attachment on the most flexible part of the
human body, enabling the users to employ the multiple modalities considered in this paper easily. Accordingly,
the prototype leverages the synergy from both the natural (wrist rotation) and tangible (on-finger hardware)
interfaces, leading to intuitiveness [22] and responsiveness [50]. The light-weight prototype can work with



output interfaces on the drones such as Drone.IO [19, 21], acting as an auxiliary screen for the limited screen real
estate on nowadays augmented reality smartglasses [52] to display user-centric contents [47].

6.4.3 Limitations. The fundamental goal of this paper is to investigate the effects of the combination of IMU-
induced and force-assisted interaction for the direct position control of a drone, beyond the most commonly
used touch-based inputs. Throughout the three evaluation-phases, this paper shows evidence that the employed
modalities can effectively shrink the required space of interaction such as subtle wrist rotations as well as
miniature-sized dense interaction footprints. However, in search of subtle interactions on a small-sized device,
the unit tasks mainly focus on pitch and roll gestures driving the horizontal and rotational drone movements.
As the thoroughly studied joystick interfaces are widely applied in nowadays video gaming [72], the unit
tests with a flying drone on a horizontal plane (i.e. lateral and longitudinal movements) are neglected in the
paper. For future works, we will conduct experiments with the selected method M3 on the on-finger device
involving multi-directional operations. For example, a most recent study using a two-handed controller serves as
a discussion opener of investigating the difficulties of operating a drone to land on various target widths [80]. It
would be interesting to see the user performance with our proposed methods for landing operations and further
quantitatively compare the approaches under the predictive model of Fitts’s Law. Additionally, we will improve
the dimension of the touch-based interactions on our prototype through building flexible interfaces9. We will
further elicit the user feedback of multi-modal inputs on textile-like surfaces, for instance, a glove.

7 CONCLUSION
Drone interaction is a new and vastly unexplored research area. Currently, most systems rely on two-handed
systems, whether through a physical joystick or a smartphone app, to handle the six degrees of freedom of
drone control. Although this kind of system is intuitive to the users and has been commonly used for decades
in sedentary video gaming, occupying both hands does not translate well in an outdoor context. This paper
serves as the first study to explore the one-handed interaction approach by exploiting force interaction and IMUs
for drone control. We first evaluated several methods and compared them to the commercial baseline through
both unit tests and complex tasks. We then considered the methods providing the best compromise between
task completion speed, interaction area size, and user-perceived load. We selected the third method that can
achieve subtle wrist movements with pitch gesture (46.89° amplitude) and roll gesture (49.19° amplitude) within a
miniature-size area of (1.08 * 0.61 cm2). We finally implemented this method within a ring-sized device. This
device combines a pressure sensor with an IMU to control a drone through subtle pressure of the thumb and
movements of the finger. Our results show that the ring implementation results in very similar performance and
wrist postures than its implementation on smartphones. Furthermore, our Technology Acceptance Survey shows
that users had a satisfying experience with the ring controller. Participants found the device easy to use (�̄� =
3.58) and easy to learn (�̄� = 3.58), and considered the prototype useful to control a drone (�̄� = 3.67), especially
for a mobile scenario (�̄� = 3.92). On the premise of subtle interaction within the miniature-size interface, we plan
to expand this study to wider implications, including applying the design clues to finer movements, evaluating
the impact of Fitts’s law on such miniature interfaces, and broadening to other smart devices such as smart
wearables.
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